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Masha and the bear cake decorations

Tips on storing, handling and using your edible images are printed on a real layer of ice with edible ink. Freezing together is held by a plastic back sheet that you remove before using the image to treat your frozen. The glacial image only has 1 plastic back sheet, ready to apply when this back sheet is removed. Storage: Keep your glacial sheet sealed in a ziplock bag when it
comes in until you're ready to use it. Flat shop on the shelf, at room temperature and out of direct sunlight. The shelf life of glacial sheets is about 24 months if stored properly. Do not put the image in the fridge or freezer as it may cause the image bubbles and dry out which causes the image to crack. Cut picture sheet: If you order an image sheet that is not cut or you need to trim
an image you can easily cut them with a pair of clean scissors before you remove the plastic back sheet. When asked: If you are using butter cream or any other harder frost, the image can be put at your convenience, but not more than 48 hours before the event. Depending on how wet your frost is, the image will start to fade with too much moisture. If you're worried about fading,
it's put the image on the cake within an hour of the event. How to apply: Don't let the water get in touch with the edible image before or after the cake. The sheet melts and ruins the printing. Make sure your hands are clean and dry before touching the image. your frost must be fresh . If your frost is dried, spray a good mahist of water over the freezing nine images, before using
the image to treat your frozen. If your treatment level is wet, add no extra moisture. Using too much water may cause the colors to run and melt your image. Edible images cannot be moved once applied. Plan where you want the image placed. By placing it slowly on the edge of the table or up the counter with the upward image, remove your image from the plastic back sheet and
roll the back sheet tightly on the edge of the table to loosen your image. Never tear the image itself as it can. The edible image sheet ends on your frozen treat by holding the ends and gently applying from the middle of the first. Gently smooth out the edible image make sure the edges are touching the frost. If the image bubbles after gently TAP software (not rubbing) the image. It
will take 20-30 minutes for the image to melt depending on the frost (it can take longer), thus allowing time and patience. If you touch it, you may leave fingerprints just like freezing. Add the border pipe or edge decoration of your choice to finish. You can store the finished treatment in the fridge to keep the image moist and free from leaving until served. Avoid widespread exposure
to ULTRAVIOLET light. As with any food coloring, the image may fade over time. Use in: You can apply to any colored frost but keep in mind that dark colors (chocolate, May show through the image. In this case I suggested putting the image on a thin piece of cuddle and then on your frozen treat. Butter freezing cream - apply the image right after freezing the cake. Korean worm
ice will form a thin crust after 15 to 30 minutes. If the butter is a crusk cream, spray with a fine meter of sugar water or brush the corn syrup over the butter cream before applying the image. Toppings Whip – Add extra moisture. Because of the high water content in whipped cream, you should apply the edible image as close to serving time as possible. Any type of freezing that has
very high humidity will tend to cause bleeding. A thin coating of butter cream can be added where the image is supposed to be placed to prevent bleeding/fading. Ice Cream Cake - If use the image to whip frozen ice cream cake with non-dairy topping, don't add any extra water. If you are applying the image directly to the ice cream, it is best to allow the ice cream to sweat a little
before using the image, or wet the ice cream with milk before using the image. If you are working with soft ice cream serving you will achieve better results by using the image while the ice cream is soft, then freeze. If the image bubbles after the application or during freezing, gently tap (not rubbing) the image. If the cake is decorated frozen thaw slowly, preferably in the fridge. As
with any food coloring, the image may fade over time. Sugar paste or fondant – use a small brush to apply water only where the image will be placed. Water outside the image area may leave a mark on your cuddle (though it tends to dry back to normal color). Royal Icing - It's best to apply your image immediately after icing your product, since it is not entirely hard. If not, add a
generous mahist of water over the royal icing before using the image. Chocolate shed or Ganache - shed icing over the product and then apply the image while icing is wet. Let the image be set before moving. Regular/store frost shopping – If using a frost shopping store or using frost that is stored in the fridge, take it out and mix in a bowl until it's soft and creamy. You may have
to mist above layered frost with sugar water to make it wetter for your freezing sheet. Frozen cake - Thaw shortly before freezing to avoid cracking, then apply the image. If the decorated cake is thaw frozen slowly, preferably in the fridge, discovered to prevent the running of colors and sweating. Cookies – There are several ways to adorn decals to cookies. Regular freezing,
freezing, royal frost, or thinned corn syrup with a little water stick the image to most cookies. Oreo Cookies - Apply thin corn syrup with a little water to the chocolate cookie and place the edible image above. Hard lollipops candy – gently cover the lollipops with thin corn syrup with a little water, apply the image above. Chocolate – corn syrup, thin with a little water, applied to the
bar works well or heat the chocolate with a hair dryer for 20 seconds . Apply the edible image above. TIPS &amp; TRICKS: Removal of sheets that seem to stick to backing sheet: Pull backing sheet over the sharp edge of a tabletop a couple of times. This technique will help to pop the picture off the back sheet. If that doesn't work, the humidity is too high. Exposure to high
humidity may cause the glacial sheet to absorb moisture and stick to baking, makes it difficult to peel them. If you experience this try to peel the ice sheet away. This is likely to cause tearing. Try the following:Place the sheet on the pan and place it in a hot dry oven about 85F, about 8 to 10 minutes after that image will usually skin easily from the dorsal sheet. (This method really
works best) or use a hair dryer on the front and reverse side of the back sheet. Dry it on top in circular motion for about 60 seconds on each side. Don't dry it up close. Repeat if necessary until the sheet is slightly tightened. So it's easy to remove the back, put the ice sheet in the dry freezer for about 30 seconds. In high humidity you may need to leave it in for longer, about 1-1.5
minutes. It should be removed from the freezer immediately after it is removed. Masha and Bear makes a great cake decoration idea, it's massively popular and successful Russian-made children's cartoons that have now become a success in Britain where voicing has been done again from Russian to English. The story is about a very active girl (Masha) who gets herself into
adventures and always causes mischief for the bear, each episode includes a fun masha and a bear episode that kids like to watch. There are many good masha and bear cake ideas, from the right character decorations making a cake shape from the bear house. Masha and Bear Snow Cake Masha and Bear Layer Masha Cake and Bear House Masha Cake and Bear Forest
Masha Cake and Bear Fishing Masha Cake and Bear Cake Masha Cake and Bear Cake Masha Design And Bear Masha Cake And Bear Birthday Cake Masha And Bear Birthday Cake Decoration Masha And Birthday Cake Bear Masha Cake And Birthday Cake Bear
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